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Abstract We present a review on geomagnetic indices describing global geo-
magnetic storm activity (Kp, am, Dst and dDst/dt) and on indices designed
to characterize high latitude currents and substorms (PC and AE-indices and
their variants). The focus in our discussion is in main field modelling, where
indices are primarily used in data selection criteria for weak magnetic activity.
The publicly available extensive data bases of index values are used to derive
joint conditional Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) for different pairs
of indices in order to investigate their mutual consistency in describing quiet
conditions. This exercise reveals that Dst and its time derivative yield a similar
picture as Kp on quiet conditions as determined with the conditions typically
used in internal field modelling. Magnetic quiescense at high latitudes is typi-
cally searched with the help of Merging Electric Field (MEF) as derived from
solar wind observations. We use in our PDF analysis the PC-index as a proxy
for MEF and estimate the magnetic activity level at auroral latitudes with the
AL-index. With these boundary conditions we conclude that the quiet time
conditions that are typically used in main field modelling (PC < 0.8, Kp < 2
and |Dst| < 30 nT ) correspond to weak auroral electrojet activity quite well:
Standard size substorms are unlikely to happen, but other type of activations
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(e.g. pseudo breakups AL > −300 nT ) can take place, when these criteria
prevail. Although AE-indices have been designed to probe electrojet activity
only in average conditions and thus their performance is not optimal during
weak activity, we note that careful data selection with advanced AE-variants
may appear to be the most practical way to lower the elevated RMS-values
which still exist in the residuals between modelled and observed values at high
latitudes. Recent initiatives to upgrade the AE-indices, either with a better
coverage of observing stations and improved baseline corrections (the Super-
MAG concept) or with higher accuracy in pinpointing substorm activity (the
Midlatitude Positive Bay -index) will most likely be helpful in these efforts.

Keywords Indices

1 Introduction

Scanning photometer data collected during the Canadian ISIS II satellite mis-
sion in early 1970’s revealed for the first time that the magnetic poles of the
Earth are surrounded by persistent auroral ovals (Lui and Anger 1973). Iono-
spheric and magnetospheric processes maintaining the ovals and associated
current systems have been probed continously since the ISIS II days with nu-
merous multipurpose satellite programs and tailored science missions (for a
listing of relevant satellite missions, see e.g. Tsyganenko (2002)). In a large
scale picture the magnetospheric current systems consist of the Chapman-
Ferraro currents at the magnetopause, of two solenoidal current systems in
the magnetotail including the cross-tail current and the westward ring cur-
rent flowing in the nightside near-Earth region (at geocentric distance of 3-4
Earth radii). The magnetosphere and high-latitude ionosphere are coupled
with each other with currents flowing along the geomagnetic field lines (Field
Aligned Currents, FACs): The Region 1 and Region 2 FACs link the pole-
ward and equatorward boundaries of auroral oval to the low latitude bound-
ary layer and ring current region of magnetosphere. During auroral substorms
part of the cross tail current gets diverted as Substorm Current Wedge (SCW)
(McPherron 1979) to the ionosphere, where it causes abrupt enhancements of
westward currents in the midnight sector of oval. At low and middle latitudes
the strongest ionospheric currents, Solar quiet (Sq)and equatorial electrojet
currents, are driven by direct solar activity.

The sequence of Ørsted (1999-2014), SAC-C (2000-2013), and CHAMP
(2000-2010) satellites catalyzed extensive usage of space-based data in internal
(main) magnetic field modelling. These missions have also enhanced collabo-
ration between external and internal field research communities. External field
researchers need easily adoptable internal field models as inward extension to
empirical magnetospheric field models or simulations. A holistic view of mag-
netic field topology is necessary also when searching magnetic conjugacy events
in combined analysis of ionospheric and magnetospheric observations. Recip-
rocally, when internal magnetic field models are constructed, an appropriate
description for the external field is needed in order to discriminate it accurately
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from the internal signal. The multi-satellite concept of the ESA Swarm mission
(Friis-Christensen et al. 2006), which became available in November 2013, is
of high interest for both research communities, because it allows for the first
time measurements of longitudinal gradients both in ionospheric processes and
in sub-surface structures.

The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is the most widely
known main field model outside the internal field modelling community. IGRF
is a spherical harmonic reference model for the main features of internal field
developed as international collaboration under the coordination of the In-
ternational Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) Division V
Working Group. IGRF is updated once in every five years. The processes to
determine the two latest releases of IGRF coefficients, IGRF-11 and IGRF-12,
are described by Finlay et al. (2010) and Thébault et al. (2015). The work be-
gins with a call for candidate models to which typically some 7-9 international
teams respond with proposals for a definitive reference field for the 5 years
preceding the previous call, for provisional field for the latest 5-year epoch
and for a predictive secular variation field model for the coming 5-year epoch.
The candidate models are evaluated by a task force nominated by the IAGA
Division V. Based on the evaluation results the task force decides how the
different candidates are weighed in the computation of the coefficients for the
final releases.

The coefficients for IGRF candidate models are in many cases based on well
established high precision parent models, e.g. in the case of IGRF-11, where
some of the candidates were derived from the basis of CHAOS-3, POMME-6,
and GRIMM-2 models. The field models are derived from a magnetic scalar
potential which obeys the Laplace’s equation and thus can be expressed as
a spherical harmonic expansion weighted by Gauss coefficients and with a
time dependence characterizing the secular variation of the field. The CHAOS
models are named according to their data sources which are CHAMP, Ørsted,
and SAC-C satellites together with magnetic observatories belonging to the
INTERMAGNET network (Olsen et al. 2010). The POMME models have
been developed in the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam and in the
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) to support the recurrent IGRF
updates and they use CHAMP data (Maus et al. 2010). The GRIMM models
come also from GFZ and are based on CHAMP and observatory data (Lesur
et al. 2010). Examples of some more recently developed models are the latest
version of Comprehensive Model series, CM5, which uses similar data sources
to CHAOS, but processes their data with a novel inversion algorithm developed
for the Swarm mission (Sabaka et al. 2015) and the Swarm Initial Field Model
(SIFM), which is based on Swarm measurements from the first year of the
mission (Olsen et al. 2015). For more details about the different internal model
families, see the paper by Finlay et al. in this issue.

The use of cleverly selected coordinate systems can significantly facilitate
external field parametrization when developing geomagnetic field models. The
Solar-Magnetic (SM) coordinate system has appeared to be the most suitable
for ring current and magnetopause current parametrization while for magne-
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totail currents the Geocentric-Solar-Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate frame
is a more appropriate way for data modeling (Maus and Lühr 2005; Olsen
et al. 2006) (for the introduction of SM and GSM coordinates, see Kivelson
and Russell (1995)). The Quasi-Dipolar (QD) coordinate system introduced
by Richmond (1995) is a good framework to represent ionospheric currents and
FACs which still at Low Earth Orbit (LEO) altitudes are organized accord-
ing to the ambient magnetic field whose topology can be described accurately
enough with IGRF models (Sabaka et al. 2015). Replacing magnetic londi-
tudes with Magnetic Local Time (MLT ) helps in distinguishing such features
in ionospheric currents that depend on the location of sub-solar point with
respect to the magnetic pole (Baker and Wing 1989). QD-latitudes ± 60 or 55
are often used as the demarcation between polar and non-polar areas which
are handled differently in data processing (Olsen et al. 2006; Lesur et al. 2010;
Olsen et al. 2015).

Besides using correct coordinate systems also applying carefully considered
data selection criteria is a common way to control the variablity of external
sources in internal field estimation. The impact from solar driven ionospheric
currents at low and mid-latitudes is reduced by using only measurements from
regions where the Sun has been below the horizon. In polar areas the field vari-
ations due to FACs are able to cause a small distortion to the magnetic field
direction but their impact to the field intensity is insignificant. Therefore, per-
turbations due to FACs can be avoided by using only total field data instead
of vector measurements. Periods of low external activity can be searched by
studying the variations in geomagnetic indices based on ground-based obser-
vatory data. Indices which characterize the intensity of geomagnetic storms,
like Kp, am, Dst, and dDst/dt (definitions given later in this article), are
used to describe the impact of magnetospheric currents, while the strength
of high-latitude ionospheric currents is estimated either with the help of In-
terplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) or by estimating the energy transfer from
solar wind to magnetosphere with the dayside Merging Electric Field (MEF).
MEF depends on IMF and on the solar wind velocity and it is closely related
to the Polar Cap (PC) index (both discussed in more detail below).

The different modelling initiatives have used geomagnetic indices in their
data processing in several ways. The Dst index (or its refined version, the RC
index) and its time derivative are used to search magnetically quiet periods
and to characterize time variations in the external field with its induction
effect (Maus and Lühr 2005; Olsen et al. 2005b). Magnetically quiet times are
associated with the conditions of |Dst| < 30 nT and |dDst/dt| or |dRC/dt|
being less than 2 or 5 nT/h (Olsen et al. 2014; Maus et al. 2010; Sabaka et al.
2015). CHAOS, CM-5 and SIFM characterize weak global activity with the
condition Kp ≤ 2o (Olsen et al. 2006; Sabaka et al. 2015; Olsen et al. 2015).
POMME-6 uses the am index instead of Kp with the limits am < 12 for mid
latitudes and am < 27 for high latitudes (Maus et al. 2010). The conditions
used for IMF and MEF correspond to situations where dayside merging is
minimal and consequently auroral electrojets and polar cap currents are weak.
This happens when IMF does not have a strong antiparallel component with
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the geomagnetic field at dayside magnetopause or poleward of the cusp (e.g.
−2nT < Bz < 6 nT and |By| < 8 nT Maus et al. (2010)). For MEF (or for its
revised version by Newell et al. (2007)) a typical condition for weak electrojet
activity is MEF < 0.8 mV/m (Olsen et al. 2014; Maus et al. 2010; Sabaka
et al. 2015).

It is noteworthy that the Auroral Electrojet (AE) indices (Davis and Sug-
iura 1966) have not been used extensively in quiet time data selection criteria,
although in principle they should provide a more comprehensive description
on auroral currents than MEF or IMF alone can provide. The prime reason
for this is that AE-indices include also the impact from SCW activations in
the midnight sector. The absence of AE in data selection criteria of internal
field models is motivated by the statistical study of Ritter et al. (2004) which
shows that the above given condition for MEF particularly in winter time gives
better results than any of the tested geomagnetic indices when searching low
RMS values for the residuals between field intensity observations and a field
model.

In this review we describe how geomagnetic indices can be associated with
various external current systems and how they relate to each other during
weak activity. We study how consistently the different indices characterize
quiet conditions. In addition, pros and cons of AE-indices and their variants
are discussed. The first sections of this paper give a review on Dst, Kp, AE
and PC indices. In the latter part of the paper we present joint Probability
Distribution Functions (PDF) for different index pairs and discuss challenges
and advancements in pinpointing substorms with AE-type indices whose per-
formance is compared with that of the recently published Midlatitude Positive
Bay index (Chu et al. 2014, 2015) designed to measure the strength of FACs
in SCW.

2 The different index families

Several indices have been developed for characterizing the level of magnetic
field contributions from ionospheric and magnetospheric sources. They can be
classified in various groups depending on the phenomena they aim to charac-
terize. Mayaud (1980), Siebert and Meyer (1996) and Menvielle et al. (2010)
provide extensive reviews of the various indices.

2.1 The Kp-index and global activity (Kp, ap, Ap, aa)

Kp is a 3-hour index that aims at describing the global level of “all irregu-
lar disturbances of the geomagnetic field caused by solar particle radiation
within the 3-hour interval concerned” (Siebert and Meyer 1996). It was intro-
duced by Julius Bartels in 1938 and adopted by IAGA in 1951. Kp is derived
from (currently) 13 sub-auroral stations, the location of which is shown by
green dots in Figure 1. For each of these observatories, the disturbance level
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Fig. 1 Geographical distribution of geomagnetic observatories contributing to the indices
Dst (red), Kp (green), AE (blue), and PC (magenta). Dashed lines show magnetic latitude
in steps of 10◦. Highlighted are ±65◦ latitude (blue line) and the dip-equator (0◦, red line).

at that site is determined by measuring the range a (i.e. the difference be-
tween the highest and lowest values) during three-hourly time intervals (in
UT) for the most disturbed horizontal magnetic field component, after re-
moving of the regular daily variation, SR, as sketched in Figure 2. In the
official Kp procedure SR is determined manually according to the guidance of
Mayaud (IAGA Bulletin 21, 1967). In automated Kp variants the SR curve
is estimated e.g. with the mean daily variation of the 5 quietest days of each
month. The range a is then converted to a K value of the given 3-hour in-
terval, taking values between 0 (quietest) and 9 (most disturbed) on a quasi-
logarithmic scale. This scale was first determined for the Niemegk observatory
(Menvielle and Berthelier 1991). For the other observatories the lower bound-
ary for K = 9 level has been determined so that in long run, statistically,
the occurrence probability of K = 9 is same as in Niemegk. The boundaries
for other K-levels are then determined so that they are proportional to the
corresponding Niemegk boundaries with the same factor as used for K = 9
(Mayaud 1980). The K values are converted to a standardized number, de-
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Fig. 2 Schematic magnetogram for four 3-hour intervals, illustrating the elimination of
the regular daily variation, SR (dashed curve). The maximum disturbance range a of each
3-hour interval is defined as the difference between the upper and lower envelopes of the
magnetogram parallel to SR. After Siebert and Meyer (1996).

noted as Ks, using conversion tables based on the statistical properties of K
at the observatory in consideration. Details about the Kp procedure with the
conversion tables are available in http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/

earths-magnetic-field/data-products-services/kp-index/explanation/.
Ks is given in a scale of thirds, ranging through 28 grades in the order
0o, 0+, 1−, 1o, 1+, 2−, 2o, 2+, . . . , 8o, 8+, 9−, 9o. The planetary activity index Kp
is the mean of the Ks value of the (originally 11, presently 13) “Kp stations”.

A derived quantity is the three-hour index ap, which is a linearized version
of Kp converted using the following table:

Kp 0o 0+ 1− 1o 1+ 2− 2o 2+ 3− 3o 3+ 4− 4o 4+

ap 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 15 18 22 27 32

Kp 5− 5o 5+ 6− 6o 6+ 7− 7o 7+ 8− 8o 8+ 9− 9o

ap 39 48 56 67 80 94 111 132 154 179 207 236 300 400

For a station at about ±50◦ magnetic latitude, ap may be regarded as the
range of the most disturbed of the two horizontal field components, expressed
in the unit of 2 nT (Lincoln 1967). The daily average of the 8 three-hour
values of ap is denoted as Ap. The am index is a variant of ap based on a more
extensive network of measurement stations (Mayaud 1980). am is available for
years 1959-1996.

Time series of solar and geomagnetic activity, as measured by the Interna-
tional sunspot number R, respectively Ap, are shown in Figure 3. While years
of minima in solar activity coincide with years of minima in geomagnetic ac-
tivity, there is an obvious phase shift of the maximum; highest geomagnetic
activity typically occurs roughly two years after the solar activity maximum.

The left panel of Figure 4 shows the probability (normalized histogram) of
Kp, for the geomagnetically quiet year 1997 (in red), for the active year 2003 (in
yellow) and for all years between 1980 and 2015 (in blue). The corresponding
cumulative distribution functions are shown in the right part of the Figure.
The most likely value of Kp is considerably higher for an active year. Perhaps

http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/earths-magnetic-field/data-products-services/kp-index/explanation/
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/earths-magnetic-field/data-products-services/kp-index/explanation/
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Fig. 3 Time series of solar activity as measured by the International sunspot number (blue,
left axis) and of geomagnetic activity as measured by Ap (magenta, right axis) and aa (red,
right axis).
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Fig. 4 Probability distribution (left) and cumulative probability distribution (right) of Kp
(left), for various conditions of solar activity.

even more important is the fact that Kp ≤ 2◦ occurs for 70% of the time in
a quiet year, but only for 25% of the time during a disturbed year, with an
average of 50% for all years.

The five most quiet, or respectively most disturbed, days of each month are
determined from the sum of the eight values of Kp, the sum of the square of Kp,
and the largest value of Kp using an algorithm described e.g. in Menvielle et al.
(2010). Note that this classification of “quiet” and “disturbed” is relative, since
the five most quietest, respectively disturbed, days are found, irrespectively of
the absolute level of activity. As a consequence, the mean Ap of the quietest
days, Ap, of an active year like 2003 (with Ap = 8.6) is higher than the
corresponding mean value for a quiet year like 1997 (Ap = 3.4). It turns out
that the average Ap for all but the five most disturbed days of each month in
1997 is lower ((Ap = 6.7) than the mean value of the five quietest days of the
year 2003!
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Kp, ap and Ap are calculated bi-weekly and are available since 1932.
They are provided at http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb2/pb23/niemegk/kp_
index/.

In an attempt to monitor global geomagnetic activity at times prior to
1932 (the year since when Kp is available), Mayaud (1971) introduced the
aa index. aa is calculated from the K indices of the two nearly antipodal
magnetic observatories Greenwich/Abinger/Hartland in England and Mel-
bourne/Toolangi/Canberra in Australia and goes back to 1868. Annual run-
ning mean values of aa are shown in Figure 3. Note the offset between aa and
Ap; the two indices therefore need to be scaled in order to be comparable.

Nevanlinna and Kataja (1993) derived an activity index from magnetic
observations taken at the Helsinki geomagnetic observatory. Starting in 1844,
this index extends the aa series back in time by two solar cycles. These data
have been used e.g. by Lockwood et al. (2013) to investigate near-Earth inter-
planetary conditions over the past 170 years. Svalgaard (2014) recently argued
for the necessity to re-calibrate the historical data from the Helsinki observa-
tory in order to obtain an index of geomagnetic activity that is homogenous
in time, otherwise there is risk for spurious long-term trends of geomagnetic
activity.

2.2 Indices describing the magnetospheric Ring current (Dst and its variants)

The Dst index and its variants aim to monitor variations of the equatorial mag-
netospheric ring current. Such indices are usually derived from the horizontal
component H of the geomagnetic field, as measured at ground observatories
distant from the auroral and equatorial electrojets and approximately equally
distributed in longitude.

There is a long history of studies of geomagnetic storms using rapid varia-
tions of the H component. For example, Chapman (1918) studied the common
characteristics of 40 storms as revealed by the differences between hourly and
monthly mean values of the H component at 12 ground observatories, identify-
ing common characteristics for observatories at high, middle and low latitudes.
Following the International Geophysical Year (1957-1958), considerable efforts
were made to define a global index for the equatorial ring current, and in 1969
IAGA indorsed a version of the Dst index as proposed by Sugiura (1969). An
interesting alternative proposal was also made during this period, based only
on night-side data (Kertz 1958, 1964). A detailed history of the Dst index can
be found in Sugiura and Kamei (1991).

The standard, and IAGA endorsed, version of Dst (hereafter called Kyoto-
Dst in this section) is produced by the WDC for Geomagnetism, Kyoto and
is available from 1957 up until present. Here we give a brief summary of its
derivation, for full details see Sugiura and Kamei (1991). Kyoto-Dst uses H
from four ground observatories, shown as red dots in Figure 1: Hermanus
(South Africa), Kakioka (Japan), Honolulu (USA), and San Juan (Puerto
Rico), with a good distribution in longitude, and at relatively low latitudes

http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb2/pb23/niemegk/kp_index/
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb2/pb23/niemegk/kp_index/
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while still being sufficiently distant from the ionospheric equatorial electrojet
to avoid significant disturbance.

A baseline Hbase is defined for H at each observatory using a least-squares
fit of a quadratic in time polynomial model to annual means (calculated using
the five quietest days of each month) from the current and the five preced-
ing years. In an effort to reduce baseline discontinuities between years, the
predicted baseline from the end of the previous year is included as an extra
data point in the determination of the baseline for the new year. Nonetheless,
baseline discontinuities can still sometimes occur at the start of a year due to
the different baseline models for adjacent years. The estimated baseline is then
subtracted from H separately at each observatory. Next, an estimate of the
solar quiet daily variation Sq is determined for each observatory each month,
by fitting a double Fourier series (in local time and month) to H from the
five quietest days of each month, after correction for the baseline, and after
removal of a linear trend based on the night-time values. The disturbance
variation D(T ) for any UT hour T at each observatory is then defined to be

D(T ) = H(T )−Hbase(T )− Sq(T ). (1)

The disturbance variation at each observatory i, Di(T ), is next averaged by
summing over the four observatories i = Hermanus, Kakioka, Honolulu, San
Juan, taking into account their latitude in geomagnetic dipole co-ordinates
αgd,i, to obtain the Kyoto-Dst index, Dst (T):

Dst(T ) =
1

4

4∑
i=1

Di(T )

cosαgd,i
. (2)

Kyoto-Dst is available to download from http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.

jp/dstdir/index.html. In January 2016, Final Dst was available for 1957-
2011, Provisional Dst was available for 2012 to 2014 and March 2015, while
Real-time (Quick-look) Dst was available for the remaining months. Final val-
ues of Dst are considered definitive, with further changes unlikely, Provisional
Dst are computed after screening of observatory data to remove artificial noise
sources, while real-time Dst is derived from unverified raw data and may con-
tain some inaccuracies for example due to artificial noise and baseline shifts.
Real-time Dst values are gradually replaced by provisional and final values.
An example of the Kyoto-Dst for approximately a month around the time of
the St. Patrick’s day storm of March 2015 is shown in the red line in Figure 5.

Over the years, a number of modified versions of the Dst index have been
proposed, each with specific purposes in mind. Here we summarize some of
the best known, focusing on those most often used in studies of the quiet-time
ring current.

For applications requiring high temporal resolution, the mid-latitude geo-
magnetic indices SYM and ASYM (Iyemori 1990; Wanliss and Showalter 2006)
provide estimates of both the longitudinally symmetric and asymmetric parts
of the disturbance field, and are available for both H (magnetic north) and D

http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstdir/index.html
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstdir/index.html
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the ground observatory based Dst index (Sugiura and Kamei 1991) in
red, the RC index (Olsen et al. 2014), in blue, and the satellite-data based MMA SHA 2F
index (Hamilton 2013) in green, for a month around occurrence of the St Patrick’s day
geomagnetic storm on 17th March 2015.

(magnetic east component). The processing of SYM-H is essentially the same
as that for Kyoto-Dst, but a different selection of ground observatories is used
(six are chosen depending on the availability and condition of the data for
each month from Honolulu, Kakioka, Alibag, Hermanus and San Juan (as for
Kyoto-Dst) and also, from slightly higher latitudes, Urumqi, Fredericksburg,
Boulder, Tucson, Memambetsu, Martin de Vivies and Chambon-la-Foret).

A revised version of Dst, based on hourly mean data from the same four
observatories used in the Kyoto-Dst, but involving in particular a more sophis-
ticated removal of the signature of the Sq field, has recently been proposed
by USGS (Love and Gannon 2009). A time and frequency domain band stop
approach is applied, with periodic variations related to the Earth’s rotation,
the moons‘ orbit, the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, and their mutual couplings
explicitly removed. The baseline removal for this USGS-Dst is also different,
based on the five quietest days each month, selected as those with the low-
est mean of the absolute hour-to-hour differences each day, and then fit by a
Cheybshev polynomial model of degree less than or equal to 10 considering
the entire timespan for each observatory. UGSG-Dst is available to download
from http://geomag.usgs.gov/products/downloads.php and a minute res-
olution version has also been developed (Gannon and Love 2011).

In the past decade there has been some discussion of the amplitude of
the semi-annual variation in the Kyoto-Dst index (Mursula and Karinen 2005;
Svalgaard 2011; Temerin and Li 2015). Karinen and Mursula (2005) proposed
a revised index they called Dcx which they argue corrects for excessive semi-
annual variation due to a seasonally-varying quiet level unrelated to magnetic
storms. USGS-Dst index also shows less power in the semi-annual variation
than does the Kyoto-Dst (Love and Gannon 2009). This issue however re-

http://geomag.usgs.gov/products/downloads.php
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mains controversial, since it is possible that the quiet-time ring current itself
does undergo semi-annual variations unrelated to Sq and it may be for some
applications (e.g. internal field modelling) desirable to keep this part of the
signal.

With the demands of fitting high accuracy ground and satellite data, ge-
omagnetic field modellers have also attempted to use Dst to parameterize
time-variations of the quiet-time magnetospheric ring current. But Kyoto-Dst
is designed for studying disturbed times, not quiet times, so its baseline is
not well suited to such applications. To avoid such ‘misuse’ of the Kyoto-Dst
several variants aiming to better capture the quiet-time magnetospheric field
have been proposed. One example is the Vector Magnetic Disturbance VDM
index (Thomson and Lesur 2007) which uses one-minute data from INTER-
MAGNET ground observatories with geomagnetic latitudes below 50 degrees,
considering only data from dark regions. Considering three month windows,
a constant, a linear trend, and then a time-dependent degree 1 spherical har-
monic model (with a three day knot spacing), are each removed. Then a second
time-dependent degree 1 spherical harmonic model, with one hour knots is fit,
and used to define the VDM index that has been used for example in the
GRIMM series of field models to parameterize the time-dependence of the
large-scale external field (Lesur et al. 2008, 2010).

Another example of a Dst type index designed for internal field modelling
is the RC index (Olsen et al. 2014). This has been used to parametrize the
time-variations of the near-Earth magnetospheric field in the most recent ver-
sions of the CHAOS series of field models. The RC index focuses on having
a stable baseline and accounts for secular variation more consistently across
observatories by removing a time-dependent core field model. In its latest ver-
sion (Finlay et al. 2015), RC is derived from 14 mid and low latitude ground
observatories Alice Springs (Australia), Boulder (USA), Chambon la Foret
(France), Fredericksburg (USA), Guam (Guam), Honolulu (USA), Hermanus
(South Africa), Kakioka (Japan), Kourou (French Guiana), Learmouth (Aus-
tralia), M’bour (Senegal), Niemegk (Germany), San Juan (Puerto Rico) and
San Pablo de los Montes (Spain). Contamination from Sq sources is avoided
as far as possible by considering only night-side data, as previously proposed
by Kertz (1958, 1964) and more recently advocated by Svalgaard (2005) and
Thomson and Lesur (2007). Induced field variations resulting from the Sq field
acting on the electrically conducting lithosphere and upper mantle may have
a small signature (1-5 nT) even in the night sector (Olsen et al. 2005a) that
is not accounted for in the derivation of RC. It is presently difficult to remove
this signal due to uncertainties in the distribution of electrical conductivity.
A comparison of the baseline corrections required within the CHAOS-4 field
model in order to match Dst and RC to satellite magnetic data is shown in
Figure 6. Note that smaller corrections are needed when using RC compared
to Dst; considering 30-day running means, the differences between the external
parts of RC and Dst (see below) can be as large as 15 nT.

To derive the RC index, hourly mean values from the above observatories,
checked using the procedure described by Macmillan and Olsen (2013) and
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Fig. 6 “Baseline corrections” parameters ∆q01 required in the CHAOS-4 field model in
order to match satellite magnetic data, when using an external field model paramaterized
by the Dst or RC indices. Red dots show the corrections required when using the Est (the
external part of Dst), blue dots show the corrections required when using the external part
of the RC index (called ε here). Note that baseline corrections are generally much smaller
for RC than for Dst. The difference between the external parts of RC and Dst are shown by
the black curve. All presented values are 30-day running means. From Olsen et al. (2014).

extracted from the Swarm auxilliary data product AUX OBS 2 (Geomagnetic
observatory data from INTERMAGNET and other observatories), are pro-
cessed to remove (i) an estimate of the time-dependent core field (up to spher-
ical harmonic degree 20) from the latest version of the CHAOS field model (ii)
an estimate of the large-scale static (non-ring current) magnetospheric field
from the CHAOS field model (iii) static crustal offsets as estimated at each
component at each observatory using the robust mean of all quiet (Kp < 2◦)
time data. Then for each hour from January 1st 1997 up to present a dipolar
(maximum degree N=1) spherical harmonic model is fit to the resulting two
horizontal component data from as many as possible of the selected observa-
tories. Only data between 18.00 and 08.00 local time (i.e. “night”) is used in
an effort to minimize the impact of Sq; no additional explicit Sq correction is
carried out. The spherical harmonic fit is carried out in geomagnetic dipole
coordinates using a robust estimation scheme with Huber weights (Constable
1988). The RC index is then defined to be the spherical harmonic coefficient
corresponding to the axial dipole in geomagnetic dipole co-ordinates. This
procedure naturally takes account of the varying latitudes of the contributing
observatories.

A comparison of the RC (blue line) and Kyoto-Dst (red line) indices is
presented in Figure 5. Although their morphology is generally similar, there
are some differences between the series. There is a small offset between RC
and Kyoto-Dst over this month, most noticeable at quiet times, which likely
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results from the different approaches taken to correct for secular variation.
Day-to-day disturbance are similar, but the amplitudes sometimes differ. This
may be because RC includes a different selection of observatories than Kyoto-
Dst, and because it only considers observatories within a limited range of
local time. The primary advantage RC is the consistent manner in which the
secular variation is removed: fitting de-trending polynomials within windows,
which is known to result in baseline instabilities for the Dst index (Temerin
and Li 2015), is avoided. The latest version of the RC index, is available from
http://www.spacecenter.dk/files/magnetic-models/RC/current/.

There have also been attempts to produce models/indices describing the
near-Earth effects of the magnetospheric ring current, based on magnetic data
collected by low Earth orbit satellites, rather than ground data. One example is
the Swarm Level 2 product MMA SHA 2F (Hamilton 2013). This is generated
once per orbit, by fitting a degree 1 spherical harmonic model to Swarm mag-
netic field data, after removal of estimated core, lithosphere and ionospheric
contributions. MMA SHA 2F is also presented in Fig. 5 for comparison with
Kyoto-Dst and RC. The three indices clearly track the same disturbances, but
their baselines (by definition) differ, with MMA SHA 2F being the most offset
to more negative values.

An important issue for global geomagnetic field modelling is the separation
of the Dst and its variants into external and induced parts. This is crucial if
the predictions of the disturbance time index are to be successfully mapped
to satellite altitude (internally-induced components will be weaker at satellite
altitudes compared to on ground). Following initial work on this topic by
Häkkinen et al. (2002), Maus and Weidelt (2004) and Olsen et al. (2005b)
have described techniques to carry out such a separation given knowledge of a
1D electrical conductivity profile within the Earth. The internal, induced, part
of Dst is normally referred to as Ist and the external, magnetospheric, part
as Est. The VDM and RC indices are also routinely separated into internal
(induced) and external parts.

Although its primary applications have been in studies of geomagnetic
storms and in attempts to study the magnetospheric ring current, the Dst
index, and especially its variants with improved baseline stability (VMD and
RC), are now essential in modern models of the quiet-time geomagnetic field.
They are used not only in data selection (via thresholds in the amplitude of
Dst or its time rate of change) but to parameterize the near-Earth signatures of
ring current fluctuations. Efforts to improve the longitudinal and hemispheric
(north vs south) coverage of the observatory data contributing to the Dst-type
indices, as well as better removal of ionospheric (Sq and solar-wind driven
disturbances at higher latitudes) and related induced signals, are still needed
for these high accuracy applications.

http://www.spacecenter.dk/files/magnetic-models/RC/current/
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2.3 The AE-indices describing auroral electrojets

2.3.1 The official AE-indices

Davis and Sugiura (1966) introduced the Auroral Electrojet indices (AE,
AU , AL, AO) with the goal of characterizing global auroral electrojet cur-
rents. Their pioneering study demonstrates the usage of AE-indices with a
data set of H-recordings by 7 auroral stations from 6 days. Already with
this relatively limited sample the authors managed to make some interest-
ing conclusions on electrojets behavior: Currents have burst-like activity, the
activations tend to repeat with an interval of 4 hours and the most active
phase lasts typically 1 hour. Similar repetition rates had been observed in
magnetospheric electron fluxes (Anderson 1965) which led Davis and Sug-
iura to suggest that these two phenomena are somehow linked. These find-
ings, which already give some promises regarding the power of AE indices,
have been confirmed and further refined in dozens of later studies utiliz-
ing long term records of AE alone or together with other data sets. During
recent years AE-indices have been used annually at least in 30-40 publica-
tions addressing a wide variety of different topics in solar-terrestrial physics
(http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/aedstcited.html).

AE-indices are produced by the WDC for Geomagnetism (Kyoto) from the
horizontal magnetic field component (H) recorded with 1-min time resolution
at 10-13 magnetic observatories located under the average auroral oval in the
Northern hemisphere (geomagnetic latitudes 60-70). Since the 1960s some
variability has taken place in the contributing observatories, but the objective
has always been to ensure a good coverage in all local time sectors with well-
established observatories (For more details about the changes in the set-up of
observatories, see the homepage of Kyoto AE-index service in World Data Cen-
ter, http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir/ae2/onAEindex.html. The cur-
rent station distribution is presented in Figure 1). For an estimate of the dis-
turbance magnetic field a baseline value is needed, which is derived monthly for
each station by averaging its data recorded during the five international qui-
etest days (Q-days). The lists of Q-days are available in http://wdc.kugi.

kyoto-u.ac.jp/qddays and they are derived by GFZ (Potsdam) from the
basis of Kp-index values. Subtracting the baseline sets the data from all AE-
stations to the same level and as the next step the maximum and minimum
of all recorded H are searched for each given time in UT. In other words, the
upper and lower envelope curves are determined from the H-component mag-
netograms by the 10-13 observatories and these traces are defined to be the
AU and AL indices which characterize the intensity of eastward and wesward
electrojets, respectively. The difference, AU −AL, defines the AE-index, and
the mean value of the AU and AL, i.e. (AU + AL)/2, defines the AO index.
AE-indices with time resolutions of 1 min, 2.5 min and 1 h are available from
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir.

The physical background of AE-indices is associated with solar wind mag-
netosphere interactions and energy release processes in the magnetotail. Both

http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/aedstcited.html
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir/ae2/onAEindex.html
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/qddays
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/qddays
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir
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these processes affect the intensity and spatial distribution of electric currents
in the auroral oval region. When energy, momentum and particles are trans-
ferred from the solar wind to the magnetosphere due to viscous interaction
or during dayside reconnection, usually both the eastward and westward elec-
trojets experience a smooth enhancement (directly driven activity). A part of
the energy from dayside reconnection gets stored in the magnetotail and dis-
sipates after a while as an abrupt buildup of SCW to the ionosphere causing
sudden enhancements in the westward electrojet (loading-unloading activity,
i.e. geomagnetic substorms). These periods of rapid drops in AL last typically
0.5-4 hours (McPherron 1970, 1979; Partamies et al. 2013) and the associated
AL-minima values are often in the range from -1000 nT to -300 nT. During
geomagnetic storm periods with prolonged and intensive energy input from
the solar wind AL-drops can even be below -2000 nT, but in such cases the
auroral oval also expands and electrojets shift to lower latitudes where the
AE-stations cannot probe reliably their intensity anymore.

Allen and Kroehl (1975) conducted a statistical study on Magnetic Local
Times (MLTs) of AE observatories at the time instants when contributing to
AU or AL. This study is based on the observatory chain of 11 sites used in
1970. As mentioned above, some changes in the observatory locations have
taken place since those days, but the results by Allen and Kroehl can still
be considered as directional information on AE properties in general . During
active times the contributing station for AU is typically in the MLT sector
around 18 and that forAL is around MLT 3. The statistics of Allen and Kroehl
shows also secondary peaks in the distributions, which are around 6 MLT for
AU and 11 MLT for AL. The authors associate these peaks with quiet time
currents appearing at sub-auroral latitudes. Substorm activity is known to
concentrate to the midnight sector (e.g. Liou et al. (2001)), but as transient
intensifications substorm expansion phases do not have the same weight in the
statistics of contributing MLTs as persistent directly driven electrojet activity.

Long AE data records provide a convenient way to study the efficiency of
solar wind as activity generator in geospace. Different modes in the solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions have been recognized from AE data.
In addition to substorms the magnetospheric response can appear as pseudo
breakups, steady magnetospheric convection, sawtooth injection events, pole-
ward boundary intensification or as a mixture of these modes depending on
the solar wind properties (McPherron 2015). Although the average appearance
of these activations can be described, predicting their properties in individual
cases is difficult, because coupling between solar wind and AE variations is
in significant amounts a stochastic process (Pulkkinen et al. 2006). The non-
predictable part of AE has been investigated with different spectral analysis
methods which have revealed that the AE-power spectrum exhibits power law
behavior with a clear change in the slope at period times of 5 h (Tsurutani
et al. 1990; Takalo et al. 1993). The study by Hnat et al. (2002) revealed that
the scaling properties of AL and AU resemble those of Brownian walk for pe-
riod times < 4 h, which led the authors to associate the index variations in
these times scales with turbulence in the solar wind.
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AE-indices have often been used in literature to construct empirical mod-
els which describe other geophysical parameters which are difficult to measure
on global scales. For example, models for the size and location of the auroral
oval as a function of the AE-index have been derived from meridional magne-
tometer data and from particle precipitation data (Rostoker and Phan 1986;
Kauristie 1995). Spiro et al. (1982) have constructed empirical maps for elec-
tron energy flux and ionospheric conductances which both are dependent on
AE-indices. These results have been utilized in the hemispheric Joule heat-
ing estimates by Baumjohann and Kamide (1984) who summarize their main
result with a rough thumb rule where 1 nT in AE corresponds to 0.3 GW
in Joule Heating rate (for AE < 600 nT). Finding similar simple expressions
for hemispheric auroral precipitation power has appeared to be challenging,
because different dependencies are achieved from different measurement tech-
nologies. The empirical rule from space-based X-ray imager data by Østgaard
et al. (2002) yield a larger power value for a given AE than the model by Spiro
et al. (1982) from satellite precipitation data, which again is larger than the
estimate based on incoherent scatter radar measurements (Ahn et al. 1983).

2.3.2 Regional AE-indices

As stated above, the chain of AE-stations has problems to properly probe elec-
trojet intensities during strong geomagnetic activity. This deficiency has moti-
vated development of regional AE-indices, which use data from magnetometer
networks which have a better latitudinal coverage than the AE-stations but
a limited coverage in local time. In the context of auroral research such net-
works have been operated now for more than 20 years in North-American,
Fennoscandian and Greenland local time sectors and along the geomagnetic
longitude 210.

The regional AE-indices based on the CANOPUS magnetometer network
(Rostoker et al. 1995) were originally established to serve the research commu-
nity of the NASA program on International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP).
The CANOPUS network covered in late 1990s roughly 4 hours in MLT (North-
American sector) and MLATs 61-74. One of the first papers utilizing CL and
CU indices is the study by Lopez et al. (1998), where the indices are used
as reference material for MHD simulation results addressing energy input and
dissipation during a substorm period.

The concept of IE-indices based on the IMAGE magnetometer chain (Vil-
janen and Häkkinen 1997) was tested by Kauristie et al. (1996). The IMAGE
chain used in that study covered magnetic latitudes 63-67 and roughly 0.5
hours in MLT (Fennoscandian sector). Even with this relatively limited field-
of-view, the IMAGE chain managed to capture westward (eastward) electro-
jet activity with a good accuracy (relative error less than 20%) when probing
MLT-sector 0000-0400 (1730-2230). IL(IU) provides improved performance
when compared to AL(AU) in MLT-sector 0030-0330 (1800-2200). IE indices
have been used in several statistical studies addressing e.g. loading-unloading
processes (Kallio et al. 2000) and geomagnetic induction effects at substorm
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onsets (Tanskanen et al. 2001). Although the data records of IE indices are
not as long as the AE-records, they gradually have become useful also in space
climate studies (Tanskanen 2009).

2.4 Currents in the polar cap and PC-index

The concept of Polar Cap indices was originally introduced by Troshichev and
Andrezen (1985) and revisited by Troshichev et al. (1988) and Vennerström
et al. (1994). The concept has two indices, PCN and PCS for the Northern
and Southern polar cap, respectively, which are derived using magnetometer
recordings from stations Thule (MLAT ∼ 85) and Vostok (MLAT ∼ -83). The
idea behind these indices is to estimate the intensity of antisunward plasma
convection in the polar caps. This convection is associated with electric (Hall)
currents and consequent magnetic field variations (∆F ). ∆F is the magnetic
field component perpendicular to the antisunward flow (and related Hall cur-
rent) which the Vostok and Thule magnetometers can measure. The scientific
motivation for PC measurements is to estimate continuously the energy input
from solar wind to magnetosphere (loading activity). The index has been con-
structed so that it has a linear relationship with the Merging Electric Field,
which according to Kan and Lee (1979) is determined as

MEF = V BT sin
2(θ/2), (3)

where BT is the transverse component of IMF , and θ is the angle between
BT and the z-axis of the GSM coordinate system (for more details, see Kan
and Lee (1979)). MEF characterizes magnetic reconnection rate at dayside
magnetopause and it is defined to be always ≥ 0. In general terms, large MEF
values are associated with southward magnetic field (IMFBz < 0) and/or high
speed of solar wind. For the purposes of internal magnetic field modelling often
a revised version of MEF is used (Newell et al. 2007; Olsen et al. 2014):

MEFN = 0.33V 4/3BT
2/3sin8/3(|θ|/2), (4)

The procedure to derive the PC-indices is rather complicated, when com-
pared e.g. to the approach used in the derivation of AE-indices. The baseline
level for PC-deviation must be determined with special care because the cur-
rents are much weaker in the polar cap than at the auroral oval latitudes. Harsh
conditions in polar environment pose extra challenge for the continuity and
stability of Vostok and Thule measurements. As only two stations are used,
their position with respect to the polar cap plasma convection pattern varies
according to UT, which must be taken into account in the index calculation
routines. Due to these complications some iterations have been necessary in
the work for a PC-concept which is transparent and stable enough for long-
term statistical studies (Troshichev et al. 2006; Stauning 2007; McCreadie and
Menvielle 2010; Stauning 2011, 2013).
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The relation between PC, MEF and ∆F at Thule/Vostok can be ex-
pressed in the following form (Troshichev et al., 2006):

PC = ξ ·MEF = ξ(∆F − β)/α (5)

Here ξ is a factor (1 m/mV) to make PC a dimensionless value which corre-
sponds to MEF values in mV/m. α and β are parameters which come out
from linear regression linking ∆F with MEF (Stauning 2007). ∆F can be re-
lated with ∆H and ∆D (magnetic field deviation measured in local magnetic
coordinates): ∆F = ∆H sin(γ)±∆D cos(γ), where γ depends on UT, on geo-
graphic longitude and declination at the station, and on the angle (φ) between
the average antisunward plasma flow direction and noon-midnight meridian.
The value of φ depends on UT and on season. PC-indices are available in
1-min time resolution from an internet service (http://pc-index.org) which
is maintained as collaboration of the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
(Russia) and the Technical University of Denmark.

Harmonizing the PCN and PCS records has been a special challenge in
the PC refining work. In principle the estimates of PCN and PCS on MEF
should be consistent with each other. In practice, however, deviations between
PCN and PCS appear even after rectifying some discrepancies in the past
approaches used to generate the two data sets separately (Troshichev et al.
2006). Ionospheric conductances in the Northern and Southern polar caps dif-
fer from each other particularly during solstice times. Although major part of
this effect is removed when the quiet time baseline is subtracted from H and
D, the remaining impact becomes visible when interhemispheric differences
appear in the polar cap convection patterns due to a strong dawn-dusk com-
ponent in IMF . In such cases large PC values may appear although MEF is
close to zero. Periods of strong northward component in solar wind magnetic
field can cause situations, where antisunward convection is replaced by sun-
ward convection in the vicinity of Thule and/or Vostok and the PCN and/or
PCS have negative values. With the original motivation for PC-index in mind
(PC should be a proxy of MEF and characterize magnetospheric loading ac-
tivity) Stauning (2007) presents a definition for combined PC (PCC) which
is the average of values max[0, PCN ] and max[0, PCS]. As PCC is by def-
inition always positive like MEF , the correlation between MEF and PCC
is higher than that for PCN or PCS (which vary in the range 0.6 − 0.9, cf.
Figure 2 in Stauning (2007)). A comprehensive review on the different PCS
and PCN datasets with their derivation methods and literature where the
different versions have been used is presented by Stauning (2013).

PC is not only related with the loading activity (substorm growth phase)
but is responsive also to substorm expansion phases. With carefully selected
events Huang (2005) demonstrates how PCN increases due to substorm on-
sets can be of the same order as increases due to MEF enhancements, while
the impact by pure pressure pulses in solar wind is visible but small (PCN 1).
Janzhura et al. (2007) compare the behavior of PC in the summer and winter
hemisphere (PCsum and PCwin) before and at the onsets of isolated sub-
storms. Their results suggest that PCsum follows closely MEF while PCwin

http://pc-index.org
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is more sensitive to substorm intensifications. Like AE, also PCN can be
used as a proxy for the hemispheric Joule Heating (JH) rate and the two
estimates are highly correlated (r > 0.9) with each other (Chun et al. 1999).
The relationship between PCN and JH rate is quadratic, while PCN has
a linear relationship with the hemispheric auroral precipitation power (Liou
et al. 2003).

As the plasma flow is directly linked with the electric field in the ionosphere,
PC values should in principle correlate nicely with electric field measurements
in the polar cap. Confirming this assumption with observations has appeared
to be challenging. According to DMSP plasma velocity data a linear rela-
tionship between these parameters exists for small and moderate PC-values,
but the electric field values appear to saturate at a level ∼ 50 mV/m when
PC ≥ 10 (Troshichev et al. 2000). SuperDARN radar electric field data shows
signs of saturation already at PC ≥ 2 (Fiori et al. 2009). According to radar
data also the Cross Polar Cap Potential (CPCP ) saturates for PC ≥ 2, while
Akebono electric field data analysed by Troshichev et al. (1996) and statistics
based on massive runs of the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrody-
namics technique, AMIE, show a linear relationship between CPCP and PC
(Ridley and Kihn 2004). The techniques used in these studies all have some
limiting factors (uncertainties in conductance estimates, spatial and temporal
limitations in radar and satellite data) which complicate making the final con-
clusion on the PC −CPCP relationship. Several studies anyway suggest that
during strong activity the relationship between MEF and ionospheric polar
cap convection can be non-linear due to partial reflection of MEF at the top
of ionosphere (Gao et al. (2012) and references therein).

3 Discussion

According to Ritter et al. (2004) many of the commonly used magnetic indices
have a poor performance in recognizing magnetically quiet times in the polar
regions. Dst and Kp are more suitable for characterizing the inner magneto-
spheric current intensities than for estimating the intensity of high latitude
ionospheric currents. The PC and IL indices have a slightly better perfor-
mance, but only the combination of MEF together with the solar zenith angle
can provide reliable enough information for predictions of quiet time condi-
tions. IL has obvious limitations in its longitudinal coverage which lowers its
performance in the comparisons by Ritter et al., but it is not clear whether
using the official AE instead of IL would improve the results significantly. AE
has been designed to probe electrojet activity only in average conditions. Be-
low we discuss different ways to improve the performance of AE-type indices
and investigate how consistently different pairs of indices are able to describe
weak activity levels.
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Fig. 7 The probability distribution function of
√
MPB for the years 1980-2012. The bin

size is 1 nT (0.1 nT for the insert). The data base used to create this plot includes more
than 16 million one minute samples.

3.1 Identifying substorm activity with the Midlatitude Positive Bay index

The Midlatitude Positive Bay (MPB) -index developed by Chu et al. (2015)
describes the intensity of SCW currents. According to its name MPB-index
utilizes the magnetic signatures of SCWs at mid latitudes (20◦ < |magn. lat.| <
52◦). These signatures are a northward deviation in the magnetic north compo-
nent (H) which is symmetric about the SCW central meridian and an antisym-
metric deviation in the eastward component (D). MPB, which is expressed
in unit nT 2, measures at different longitudes the difference of instantaneous
magnetic field from its background level. For a more detailed description of
MPB-index derivation we encourage the reader to study the accompanying
paper by McPherron et al. in this issue.

Fig. 7 shows the PDF of
√
MPB as derived from data collected during

years the 1980-2012. This figure shows that the most probable value of
√
MPB

is 2 nT. Above that value the PDF falls off with a concave upward trend
decreasing by five orders of magnitude at 200 nT. Close to 2 nT

√
MPB is

dominated by residual errors from background field subtraction. For reference
we show in Fig. 8 the PDF ofAL-index based on data from the years 1966-2013.
Below about -50 nT the trace of AL PDF becomes a straight line suggesting
a Poisson process. Above this value the index is most likely contaminated by
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Fig. 8 The probability distribution function of AL for the years 1966-2013. The bin size
is 5 nT. The data base used to create this plot includes more than 23 million one minute
samples.

shortcomings in the removal of quiet day variations. The different trends in
the PDFs of

√
MPB and AL indicate that the two indices have a non-linear

relation between them. Fig. 9 shows the conditional joint PDF of
√
MPB and

AL for years 1980-2012. In the 2D histogram each column tells the probability
of AL to be at the level of a given value in the ordinate with the condition of√
MPB having the value given in abscissa. The white line in the plot, which

shows the median value of AL for each
√
MPB, reveals the saturation of AL

to the level from -700 to -750 nT for
√
MPB values above 50 nT. Investigation

of the joint non-conditional PDF function of
√
MPB and AL (not shown here)

reveals that the probability of conditions
√
MPB < 20 nT and AL > −100 nT

to take place simultaneously is 61%. However, the PDFs also show that a small
value of either index alone is insufficient to guarantee that the other index will
also be small.

When identifying substorms, MPB-index has some advantages when com-
pared to AE: As MPB is based on mid-latitude magnetometer data, it is
more tolerant against changes in auroral oval size than AE. Also the longitu-
dinal coverage of MPB is better than that of AE, because MPB is based on
data from 41 stations distributed evenly to cover all longitudes. The onset of
a sharp negative bay in the auroral zone and a positive bay in mid latitudes
are recognized proxies for the onset of substorm expansion phase. One high
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Fig. 9 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution function of
√
MPB

and AL for years 1980-2012. The bin size is 5 nT for MPB and 25 nT for AL. The histogram
is based on more than 16 million pairs of data points. The white line shows the median AL
(50 percentile) for each MPB bin.

latitude list of negative bay onsets has been prepared from SuperMAG AL
(the index described in more detail below) by Newell and Gjerloev (2011a). A
second list is that of Juusola et al. (2011) based on the official AL index. A
list of MPB onsets has been prepared by Chu et al. (2015). Fig. 10 shows the
waiting time distributions between substorm onsets as extracted from these
three substorm lists. These distributions are very different as documented by
annotation in the Figure. The differences are more associated with the different
criteria used in onset determination than with the differences in the indices.
In particular, the onsets by Juusola et al. (2011) should rather be considered
as intensifications in substorm expansion than as beginnings of new events.
Therefore, one substorm expansion phase as determined by Chu et al. (2015)
can easily contain several onsets as determined by Juusola et al. (2011). Also
the method by Newell and Gjerloev (2011a) seems to pick smaller intensifi-
cations than those found by Chu et al. (2015) as the SuperMAG onsets are
clustered with very small delays between events with a mode in the waiting
time at 23 minutes. The Juusola event list has a mode at 32 minutes and the
MPB list has a mode at 44 minutes. The mean values of these very asym-
metric distributions are much larger with 142, 209, and 402 minutes for the
official AL, SuperMAG AL, and MPB lists. Sharp cutoffs near 30 minutes
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indicate the a priori assumption about the maximum rate at which substorms
can occur used in the methods. As activations lasting less than 30 minutes
are not considered to be full scale substorms the repetition rate of onsets is
assumed to be longer than this threshold duration. The preference for longer
waiting times in the MPB-distribution when compared to the two other dis-
tributions suggests that the method by Chu et al. (2015) tends to pick only
substorms while the methods by Juusola et al. (2011) and Newell and Gjerloev
(2011a) pick also other smaller activations, like pseudo breakups and poleward
boundary intensifications.

Fig. 10 The distributions of waiting time between substorm onsets as derived by Newell
and Gjerloev (2011a) using the SuperMag AL index, by Juusola et al. (2011) using the
official AL and by Chu et al. (2015) using the MPB index.

3.2 Opportunities provided by the SuperMAG derived indices

Over the last few years a wave of new indices have been proposed and released
through the SuperMAG initiative (Newell and Gjerloev 2011b,a, 2012, 2014).
The basic motivation behind these indices is that the more stations used to
derive the indices the better the current systems are monitored. The more
stations the higher the probability that a station is in the right place at the
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right time. This consequently includes improved timing of changes in the cur-
rents, improved measure of the current intensity and improved information
about the current location. Particularly for the AE-index, which is an enve-
lope index, any extra station by definition will improve the accuracy. Based
on this fact Opgenoorth et al. (1997) proposed to use data from automated
magnetometer networks in addition to observatory data in order to monitor
electrojet intensities in contracted, average and expanded auroral oval. This
idea has been further refined and expanded in the SuperMAG concept, which
produces auroral electrojet indices from the basis of ∼ 110 stations. For mon-
itoring of the ring current intensity SuperMAG offers an index which is based
on ∼ 100 stations (vs. the IAGA SYM-H index using six stations). These
indices are available from http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/mag/. The Super-
MAG approach obviously represents a break from the traditional way indices
are derived. We briefly discuss six key differences:

– Traditionally the indices are derived from a fixed set of stations while the
SuperMAG indices are derived from all available stations and thus a set
of stations that is constantly changing. The advantage of a fixed set of
stations is the consistency of the indices while the SuperMAG indices are
derived from an ever changing set of stations. This, however, can also be
viewed as a weakness of the traditional indices since they are based on
a much smaller number of stations and thus are less likely to provide a
correct measure of the current.

– Traditionally the indices are derived from a limited number of stations (12
or less) while the SuperMAG indices are derived from more than 100 sta-
tions. For the auroral electrojet indices which is a highly structured current
distribution with large spatial gradients the many more stations unques-
tionably lead to an improved monitoring of the spatiotemporal behavior of
the currents. An example was given by Newell and Gjerloev (2011a) which
showed that the SuperMAG equivalent AE (SME) provided improved sub-
storm onset timing, onset location and intensity.

– Traditionally the indices are global (time series of a scalar) while some
SuperMAG indices are local time indices (time series of a vector). Newell
and Gjerloev (2012) showed that the ring current should not be assumed to
be a uniform current distribution and that large local time gradients exist
in the storm main phase and first part of the recovery phase. They showed
that the SuperMAG local time ring current indices (SMR-00, SMR-06,
SMR-12, SMR-18) are not similar until the late recovery phase. Recently,
Newell and Gjerloev (2014) introduced local time auroral electrojet indices
but due to the much larger spatial gradients as compared to low latitudes
they argued for 24 local time electrojet indices.

– Traditionally the indices vary in temporal resolution from 1 min to 3 hours
while all SuperMAG indices are 1-min resolution. The purpose of the vari-
ous indices is to provide a monitoring of the currents in questions. Thus, the
indices must have an appropriate temporal resolution which exceeds the
variability of the currents. For Kp which is a 3 hour index it is clearly not

http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/mag/
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appropriate for monitoring the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere system which
reconfigures in some 10-20 min. Similarly, the 1-hour Dst-index may have
difficulties in monitoring rapid intensifications of the ring current during
storm expansion phases.

– Traditionally the baseline and the processing of the data is done in segments
and thus some changes in magnitude can be found between these segments
while the SuperMAG indices are derived from data from which a continuous
baseline is subtracted. Gjerloev (2012) published the technique used to
remove the main field and the Sq current system. This technique is based
on a statistical analysis of all the data and brakes with the classical quiet
day approach (see Gjerloev (2012) for a lengthy discussion of these different
techniques).

– Traditionally the indices are carefully quality checked by experienced per-
sonnel and denoted as final data while the SuperMAG indices are corrected
as errors are identified. SuperMAG indices unquestionably have errors. For
the auroral electrojet indices which are defined by a single station erroneous
station data can unfortunately lead to erroneous indices. Although much
effort is put into cleaning the station data, it is unavoidable that spikes and
other artifacts are missed in the vast amount of data (>100 stations and
>35 years). In contrast the official AE-indices are validated and thus are
void of these problems. On the other hand, in extensive statistical studies
the harm resulting from randomly distributed artifacts may be less severe
than the systematic bias due to limited coverage of observing points.

3.3 How consistently do indices characterize quiet periods?

Below we present a set of joint conditional PDF plots for different pairs of
the above discussed geomagnetic indices with the goal to investigate their
mutual consistency in describing quiet conditions. The 2D histograms show
probability densities in the same way as presented in Fig. 9, i.e. each column
tells the probability of the index in vertical axis to be at the level of a given
value in the ordinate with the condition of the index in horizontal axis having
the value given in abscissa. In contrast to Fig. 9 we use below linear scales
in the color palettes. The values shown with the color palette are normalized
so that integration along all bins in the vertical direction yields the value 100
(hence the % -sign in the legend of the palette). The white dashed lines in the
plots show the percentiles of 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 (from bottom to top). The
distribution of data points in the different bins is shown in the extra panels
on top and right hand side of the 2D histograms.

Figs 11 and 12 show that Dst and its time derivative yield a largely similar
picture as Kp on quiet conditions as determined with the conditions typically
used in internal field modelling. With the condition of Kp = 2 approximately
90% of |Dst| values are below 30 nT and more than 70% of |dDst/dt| values
are below 5 nT/hr. With the condition of Kp = 1 ∼ 50% of |dDst/dt| are
below 2 nT/hr.
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Like concluded in Section 3.1 the values of
√
MPB and AL are not highly

correlated with each other. If
√
MPB is assumed to be 10 nT, which can

be considered as weak activity but still above the threshold of background
field contamination, then according to Fig. 9 roughly half of the |AL|-values
are larger than 300 nT (size of a small substorm or pseudo breakup). This
information can be used as a reference to qualify the consistency between AL
and the other indices, i.e. PC, Kp and Dst. The corresponding conditional
PDF plots are in Figs 13, 14 and 15. From these plots one can estimate that
typical quiet time conditions used in field modelling for PC (PCN < 0.8), Kp
(Kp < 2) and Dst (|Dst| < 30 nT ) correspond to situations where only ≤ 10%
of |AL| values are above 200 nT (for PC) or above 300 nT (for Kp) or to a
situation where slightly less than 30% of |AL| values are above 300 nT (for
Dst). So all these indices seem to pick weak AL activity with higher probability
than the condition of

√
MPB being∼ 10 nT. The best correspondence appears

to be between PC and AL, which is consistent with the results of Vennerstrøm
et al. (1991) who report high correlation values (0.8-0.9) between PCN and
AE particularly during winter and equinox times.

Fig. 16 shows the conditional joint probability distribution function of
PCN and Kp. With condition of Kp = 2 half of the PC values are below
0.8. The percentile of 30 in Fig. 14 at the column of Kp=2 corresponds to
AL ∼ −100 nT which is equal to the situation where ∼ 70% of |AL| values
are less than 100 nT. Thus we can conclude that the condition of Kp=2 is
more often related with weak electrojet currents than with low PC values.

Finally, Fig. 17 shows how often a longitudinally limited network of mag-
netometers at high latitudes (Svalbard stations of the IMAGE network) can
see stronger auroral electrojet activity than the official AL index. This can
happen when the auroral oval is contracted or when the strongest activity ap-
pears near the poleward boundary of the oval. According to our data set with
the condition of AL being ∼ -50 nT (i.e. no significant activity) ILSV A sees
activity above the background level with ∼ 10% probability. In order to study
the UT-dependency in the performance of ILSV A we binned the pairs of AL
and ILSV A data points to bins of 3-hours. Fig. 18 shows the PDF for the bin
of 04-07 UT (corresponding to ∼ 0630-0930 in MLT), which was the bin of
most remarkable differences when compared to the PDF without UT-binning.
This figure reveals that under the condition of AL = −50 nT ∼ 30% of ILSV A

values are below -50 nT, i.e. almost in every third case, when AL is only on
the background level, the Svalbard stations record some distinct activations
in the westward electrojet while they are probing the dawn sector of auroral
oval.

4 Summary and Conclusions

Geomagnetic indices are commonly used in data selection criteria and in ex-
ternal field parametrization when internal (main) field models are developed.
In this paper we give a review on geomagnetic indices describing global geo-
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Fig. 11 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution function of Dst and
Kp with the bin sizes of 1 nT and 0.33, respectively.

Fig. 12 2D histogram showing the probability distribution function |dDst/dt| and Kp with
the bin sizes of 1 nT/h and 0.33, respectively.

magnetic storm activity (Kp, am, Dst and dDst/dt)) and on indices designed
to characterize high latitude currents and substorms (PC and AE-indices and
their variants). We described the historical background and rationale behind
these indices and gave a brief overview on their usage in solar-terrestrial physics
and in main field modelling. Geomagnetic storm indices have been used more
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Fig. 13 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between AL and
PCN with the bin sizes of 5 nT and 0.1, respectively.

Fig. 14 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between AL and
Kp with the bin sizes of 5 nT and 0.33, respectively.

extensively in internal field modelling than auroral electrojet and substorm
indices. We have discussed the pros and cons of substorm indices and with the
help of joint Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) we demonstrate how
accurately indices based on mid and low latitude measurements can discrimi-
nate magnetic quiescence from disturbed periods at high-latitudes.
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Fig. 15 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between AL and
Dst with the bin sizes of 10 nT and 2 nT, respectively.

Fig. 16 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between PCN and
Kp with the bin sizes of 0.1 and 0.33, respectively.

The Kp-index and its linear variant Ap are derived using data from 13 sub-
auroral stations and they describe the global geomagnetic activity level with
a time resolution of 3 hours. They provide a convenient way to investigate the
linkage between solar and geomagnetic activity during several solar cycles and
their variant, aa-index, has allowed investigations of solar variability even on
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Fig. 17 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between IL and
AL constructed using only data from Svalbard magnetometer stations (magnetic latitudes
71.5-75). The bin size is 5 nT for both indices.

Fig. 18 2D histogram showing the conditional probability distribution between IL and AL
constructed using data from Svalbard magnetometer stations (magnetic latitudes 71.5-75)
recorded during 04-07 UT. The bin size is 5 nT for both indices.
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centennial time scales. While years of minima in solar activity coincide with
minima in geomagnetic activity, maxima in Kp or Ap values are delayed with
∼ 2 years after the sunspot maxima. The annual probability distributions of
Kp values have significant variability according to solar cycle.

The Dst-index and its variants aim to monitor variations of the equatorial
magnetospheric ring current. The IAGA endorsed version of Dst is derived
using data from four stations distant from the auroral and equatorial elec-
trojets and approximately equally distributed in longitude. Although Dst was
originally designed for geomagnetic storm studies, a number of its variants,
with improved station coverage, time resolution and baseline correction, have
been used to characterize specifically the quiet-time ring current. In internal
field modelling advanced Dst-variants (e.g. VDM and RC indices) have a key
role in characterizing the time dependence of the external field and the related
induced currents below the ground surface. The separation of external and
induced parts from a ground-based index is important for accurate estimates
of its intensity at satellite altitudes.

The AE-indices are based on data from 10-13 magnetic observatories lo-
cated under the average auroral oval in the Northern hemisphere (geomagnetic
latitudes 60-70). They characterize the strength of eastward and westward
electrojets in the evening and morning sectors of the oval and intensifica-
tions of the substorm current wedge in the midnight region. AE provides a
convenient way to study different modes in the solar wind-magnetosphere-
ionosphere interactions (substorms, pseudo breakups, steady magnetospheric
convection, sawtooth injection events, and poleward boundary intensification).
As electrojet activity is closely linked with energy dissipation in the ionosphere,
AE-indices have been used to construct empirical models for ionospheric con-
ductances, for hemispheric Joule heating, and for auroral precipitation power.
When the auroral oval is either very contracted (quiet times) or expanded
(strong activity), AE-stations have problems in probing the electrojet activity
reliably. This deficiency is the main reason for the little use of AE in inter-
nal field modelling and it has motivated development of AE -variants based
on improved station networks. The most expanded version of these variants
comes from the SuperMAG concept, which produces auroral electrojet indices
with ∼ 110 stations.

The concept of PC-index has two indices, PCN and PCS, which are de-
rived using magnetometer recordings from two stations, Thule and Vostok.
These stations are thought to measure the magnetic field variations caused
by antisunward plasma convection in the polar caps. Enhanced polar cap con-
vection is driven by magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. The
reconnection rate can be measured with the Merging Electric Field (MEF) and
PC index has been determined so that its value directly gives an estimate of
MEF in mV/m. As plasma convection in the polar cap is closely linked with
auroral electrojet activity, PC and AE are highly correlated with each other in
average conditions. Therefore PC has been used for similar purposes as AE in
solar-terrestrial physics. In internal field modelling, however, MEF as derived
directly from solar wind data is preferred instead of PC for high-latitude data
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selection routines. The usage of MEF implies some assumptions about the
propagation delay from the solar wind satellite location to polar ionosphere,
but they are considered to be less harmful than the uncertainties in PC or
AE usage resulting from the limitations in station coverage and in baseline
corrections.

We have derived joint conditional PDF for different pairs of above dis-
cussed geomagnetic indices in order to see how consistently with each other
they describe quiet conditions. An interesting topic for a continuation study
would be a Principal Component Analysis addressing the whole set of indices
simultaneously. Such approach would yield a broader view on similarities and
differences between the indices and potentially reveal also new hybrid indices
for improved description of high latitude external currents. Our PDF analysis
yields the following conclusions:

– Dst and its time derivative yield a largely similar picture to Kp on quiet
conditions as determined with the conditions typically used in internal
field modelling. With the condition of Kp = 2 approximately 90% of |Dst|
values are below 30 nT and more than 70% of |dDst/dt| values are below
5 nT/hr.

– The quiet time conditions used in main field modelling for MEF (here
estimated with the condition PCN < 0.8), Kp (Kp < 2) and Dst (|Dst| <
30 nT) correspond to situations where only ≤ 10% of |AL| values are above
200 nT (for PC) or above 300 nT (for Kp) or to a situation where slightly
less than 30% of |AL| values are above 300 nT (for Dst). So all these criteria
correspond to weak AL activity quite well: Standard size substorms are
unlikely to happen, but other types of activations (e.g. pseudo breakups)
can take place, when these criteria prevail.

– A small value of the Midlatitude Positive Bay -index (
√
MPB < 20 nT )

does not necessarily imply that the AE-value will also be small. MPB
anyway provides a convenient way to discriminate substorms from other
more transient activations appearing in the auroral electrojets.

– With the condition of Kp = 2 ∼ half of the PC values are below 0.8 and
∼ 70% of |AL| values are less than 100 nT, i.e. the condition of Kp = 2
is more often related with weak electrojet currents than with low MEF
values.

– In 30% of the cases, when AL is barely exceeding the threshold of sig-
nificant activity (AL = −50 nT ), a regional AL-index based on Svalbard
magnetometer stations (at magnetic latitudes 71.5-75) shows some distinct
activations in the westward electrojet when the stations are probing the
dawn sector of auroral oval.

In some of the newest modelling frameworks the amount of parameters
describing external sources can be similar or even larger than that for inter-
nal field modelling (Sabaka et al. 2015). With this approach the impact of
magnetospheric currents and ionospheric Sq and equatorial electrojet currents
can be discriminated from the internal sources in the case of data collected
during the satellite era. The advanced Dst-indices have a central role in this
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procedure. The official AE-indices do not have a similar position in the efforts
to model the signal from high latitude currents. The existence of FACs at
LEO altitudes breaks the condition of ∇×B = 0 at auroral latitudes, which
poses an extra challenge for the attempts to model external currents there.
An additional complication to this task comes from the large time variations
in auroral currents. Advanced AE-variants may appear to be the most prac-
tical way to lower the elevated RMS-values which still exist in the residuals
between modelled and observed values at high latitudes (Olsen et al. 2015).
Recent initiatives to upgrade the AE-indices, either with a better coverage of
observing stations and improved baseline corrections (the SuperMAG concept)
or with higher accuracy in pinpointing substorm activity causing rapidly vary-
ing FACs and induction effects (the MPB-index) will most likely be helpful in
these efforts. For example, a set of spatio-temporal basis functions as derived
with Empirical Orthogonal Eigenfunction analysis from SuperMAG data may
open a new way for describing high latitude activity in model parametrization.
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